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A currency revolution:

The rise of the RMB

An early example of the ‘people’s currency’: a renminbi banknote from 1949
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he banknote on the cover of this publication was printed in 1949 at a time

when China was emerging from civil war. The new currency was supposed

to signal a fresh start.
The name ‘renminbi’ was politically charged, mind you, meaning ‘people’s currency’ – a nod to the Communists now in control of the printing presses. But over
the next 50 years or so it would be viewed as an oddity among the world’s currencies, circulating only inside China, and barely recognisable to anyone living in
Berlin, Bristol or Boston. In the past few years that started to change, with China’s
currency becoming more familiar to many in the West.
Indeed, as the renminbi gets more attention, so too do these old notes from
1949. Back in those turbulent times a series of different notes were printed. The
one on the cover of this Focus issue features a ship – it was among the most common variety and can still be purchased in shops in Beijing for around Rmb2,000.
Collectors have paid much more (upwards of Rmb1.8 million) for the rarest note,
with a horse on its reverse.
In our fifth Focus publication, WiC looks at the background to the new efforts
to internationalise the renminbi, and then asks if it might dethrone the US dollar as the world’s reserve currency in the years ahead.

Read this report to understand:
Photo Source: Shutterstock

n The difference between renminbi and yuan
n How using renminbi could lead to 7% cost savings for those trading with China
n The evolution of the dim sum from dainty foodstuff to fast-growing offshore renminbi bond market
n Why Beijing will likely take a softly-softly approach to internationalising its currency.
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Cashed up and ready to go?

On the march: the renminbi has grabbed attention as the world’s future reserve currency

W

“
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hen out of doors, never show your silver” (出门不露白) is an old Chinese
adage, urging cautious display of wealth and fortune.
Until the last year or so that has also held true for China’s policy for its currency,
the renminbi.
In fact, for years the renminbi has been a virtual irrelevance beyond China’s
borders. Ring-fenced and remote, it has played almost no role in global trade, finance or investment.
Here’s a quick test. Most of us will recognise an American one-dollar bill almost
instantly, with George Washington on one side and the Great Seal of the United
States on the other. But how many could pick out a Chinese note at the same speed
(and no points for guessing that Mao Zedong makes an appearance on most of
them; see next page)?
Yet the renminbi’s days on the currency sidelines look numbered, as Chinese
policy starts to push for its wider usage overseas.
Why is this happening? Primarily because of what HSBC describes as China’s
“gravitational pull” across the global economy. As China’s share of global trade and
investment grows – and with financial markets increasingly looking at events in
China for more of their cues – it is now a major anomaly that the renminbi
2
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Mulberry money

Mao Zedong: founder of People’s Republic dominates China’s banknotes
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should be such a minnow for cross-border payment, as an investment currency,
and as a store of value in bank deposits and government reserves.
Economic and financial imperatives mean that this will change.
There is also national psychology at work. After years of observing Deng Xiaoping’s dictum that it should “hide its brightness and cherish obscurity”, China’s
mood is becoming more expansive. It is now seeking to “go out” to establish itself more in the world.
As a trend this is visible in the Chinese buying of overseas assets, or the push
to see domestic brands win over foreign consumers. More broadly, the impulse
is reflected in the hordes of Chinese tourists now starting to travel overseas, and
even Chinese sporting champions succeeding on the global stage (think Li Na, the
female tennis star who won the French Open this year).
So why not something similar for the currency, traditionally a bellwether for
a nation’s vitality and influence?
Talk of China’s own ‘rise’ began long before any mention of something similar for the renminbi. But it now seems impossible that the two narratives will not
converge. In fact, there are already those who regard the renminbi’s rise as inevitable, and very much a function of China’s newfound vigour.
Yet there is also a contrasting view: that the push for a more global renminbi
indicates weakness as much as it does strength.
This perspective characterises China more as a hostage to the international financial system, rather than its aspiring master. Trapped in a US dollar world, Chinese policymakers have hatched the renminbi plan as an escape route.
The language is too dramatic. But it does reflect an understanding that much
of China’s economic future seems to have become too intertwined with the fortunes of the US dollar. In many cases it is almost an overdependence, especially
in the dollar’s dominance of international trade, or its looming presence in
China’s foreign exchange reserves.
Two recent examples will have reinforced that view in Beijing.
The first – from the financial crisis of 2008/9 – was the drying up of dollarbased credit around the world. In China, exporters were hard hit, as orders began
to seize up. So the People’s Bank of China stepped in with stopgap financing
through renminbi swaps with central banks from various emerging markets.
Trade partnerships survived the scare. Born in moments of crisis, similar facilities have now been extended to other countries, as China seeks to chart a more
independent path in trade credit and settlement.
The second example is even more recent, coming (again) in the wake of the financial crisis.
This time the problem was a different one: a glut rather than a shortage of US
currency. The context is China’s dollar-denominated foreign reserves (about twothirds of the $3.2 trillion held in reserves in total, analysts think). Beijing is increasingly anxious about their decline in value, courtesy of Washington’s fiscal
deficits and its policy of quantitative easing.
So just two examples of why China wants to push for wider acceptance of the

Did you know the first banknote was
‘made in China’? Manufactured from
mulberry bark and slightly larger than a
sheet of A4, the note was invented by the
Ming Dynasty around 1375.
The Chinese characters on the
woodblock-printed sheet state that it is
designed “to circulate forever”.
The renminbi – which means
‘people’s currency’ – is a much more
recent creation, from June 1949. For
years, it played little part on the
international scene.
One mundane issue is how to render
it typographically. Go shopping in China,
and you will see prices displayed with the
symbol ¥. But that is the same identifier
that has long been used for Japan’s own
currency, the yen. So outside Chinese
borders it is more often referred to as
RMB or CNY.
Why have two different symbols?
Again, it relates to common usage.
Western newspapers will sometimes talk
about the “yuan” in currency terms. But
people talk about the renminbi and yuan
to the way the British talk about sterling
and the “pound”.
A Chinese would never walk into a
shop and ask how many renminbi an
item was; rather how many yuan. Just as
a British shopper would always quote
prices in pounds (no one in the UK,
would say “I paid 15 sterling for that
bottle of wine”). Renminbi, then, is more
a political term, yuan for everyday usage.
In fact, the term “yuan” goes back to
the Chinese word for dollar - the silver
coin, usually minted in the Spanish
empire, that was used by foreign
merchants to buy Chinese silk and
porcelain for centuries.
Adding further to the confusion, the
Chinese themselves will often talk of their
bank notes as “kuai” (literally, ‘pieces
of’), also used historically to refer to
coins made of silver or copper.

Ming banknote, circa 1375
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yuan: to reduce risks and costs for its vast export industry; and to support diversification of the national balance sheet, even to a point at which the renminbi
itself might feature in other foreign reserves worldwide.
Of course, it was China’s own choice to amass its reserves in dollars, as well as
to stop its currency from circulating further afield. Both policies have been fundamental in underpinning 30 years of growth. But the Chinese leadership is now
inching towards a new growth plan, with domestic consumption playing a greater
role. The objective is to reduce reliance on export surpluses and government investment in the same way that China wants to shift away from its overreliance on
the dollar.
And again, internationalising the renminbi is part of the plan. n

$3.2 trillion
The size of China’s
forex reserves

How much support for internationalising RMB?
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Did China’s top banker really wrongfoot his colleagues with his proposals on renminbi
reform?
That was the speculation from Bob Davis in the Wall Street Journal this summer. The
hunch was that – back in early 2009 – Zhou Xiaochuan played the patriotic card to speed up
currency reform, making worldwide headlines with a series of speeches on global financial
change. The message was that the international financial system was in desperate need of an
overhaul, and that China would be taking on much more of a role to see that it happened.
Although Zhou didn’t mention the US dollar directly (talking instead about a switch into
the Special Drawing Rights programme run by the IMF as a reserve currency) his message
seemed clear enough. He was blaming an over-reliance on the dollar for the financial crisis.
Implicitly, that meant China wanted more say, at American expense.
Plenty of Chinese newspapers picked up on the same theme. Shortly afterwards, the
rules on payments in renminbi for cross-border trade
began to be relaxed, and wider debate on the
renminbi’s future began to swirl.
Was Zhou being crafty, painting a radical, new
direction in a more familiar, patriotic colour?
Zhou (see photo) is often portrayed as pro-market
in his outlook, with a track record of reforms at the
state-owned banks and domestic stock markets. It
helps his international reputation that he’s supposed to
be an affable host, ready to play a game of tennis with
visiting officials or even share a glass or two from his
rare single malt whisky collection.
But the counter argument is that Zhou isn’t even a
member of the nine-member Politburo Standing
Committee, where the key decisions on exchange rate policy are taken. That means that he
must lobby as hard as anyone else to get his views heard.
Perhaps that backs up the notion that Zhou shaped his message deliberately. It also
reflects the wider reality that the Chinese themselves have different perspectives on how far
(and how fast) renminbi policy should be relaxed – something that doesn’t fit into the
simplistic perspective of currency “war” between China and ‘the Rest’.
As just one example: the central bank team (under Zhou) probably sees a stronger
renminbi as a bulwark against rising inflation. But officials at the Ministry of Commerce may
have different priorities, wanting limits to the renminbi’s rise, if it means that thousands of
export firms then struggle to sell their goods at higher prices overseas.
Likewise, more hardline, less reformist elements of the Communist Party have belatedly
realised how dangerous eradicating capital controls might be. If the renminbi were full
convertible on the capital account, this would eliminate China’s ability to contain banking
crises (a prospect woken up to earlier this year during debates about the dangers posed to
the financial system by the debts of local government financing vehicles). That, in turn,
would prove a dire threat to Beijing’s ability to control the economy and ensure stability. So
expect a softly, softly approach to the currency’s internationalisation...
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On the money in Hong Kong,
on the spot in RMB.
HSBC’s lion has been delivering liquidity in Hong Kong dollars
for over 140 years.
Now we offer complete Renminbi coverage too: onshore and
offshore financing, risk management solutions and investment
services we’re also number one in Dim Sum bonds.*
For the lion’s share of your business needs in RMB, talk to HSBC.

Renminbi (RMB) is currently not freely convertible and conversion of RMB through banks in Hong Kong is subject to certain restrictions. Clients should be reminded of conversion risk in
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spreads. RMB products in Hong Kong are denominated and settled in RMB deliverable in Hong Kong, which represents a market which is different from that of RMB deliverable in Mainland
China. For individual clients, conversion of RMB is subject to the daily limit in Hong Kong, the clients may have to allow time for the conversion of RMB from/to another currency of an amount
exceeding the daily limit.
HSBC operates in various jurisdictions through its affiliates, including, but not limited to, HSBC Bank plc, authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority, The Hongkong and
Shanghai Banking Corporation Limited, HSBC Securities (USA) Inc., member of NYSE, FINRA and SIPC, and HSBC Bank USA, NA. 11-056
*Source: Bloomberg Dim Sum Bond League Table, 2010 - June 2011, excludes self-led and synthetic RMB bonds.
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The Road Map

A long and winding road?

Juicy prospect: the Chinese currency’s importance is rising

“

F
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rankly speaking, we haven’t got a lot of things for export apart from some apples, peanuts, pig bristles and soybeans.” That was the rather forlorn view of
Mao Zedong, in conversation with then Indonesian president Sukarno in the early
1950s.
Compare that to today, with China’s exports weighing down supermarket
shelves the world over. Admittedly, much of that comes courtesy of Western
multinationals with operations on Chinese soil, but domestic companies and
brands are also starting to get in on the act.
Also recently, there has been a commercial twist. Overseas firms have begun
to look in two directions in trade terms, not just manufacturing in China for export but also targeting China’s vast new consumer class for the first time.
The catch up has been rapid. As recently as 10 years ago, both the United States
and the European Union had shares of world trade more than four times greater
than China. But last year all three were within a single percentage point of each
other (and China had overtaken the EU).
All of this is crucial for the renminbi’s rise, as policymakers in Beijing want
cross-border commerce to act as the launch pad for a three-part blueprint (see

10%
China’s share of world exports. The IMF
calculates that could rise to 17% by 2020
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The Road Map

The three-step process
1

A Global
Trade Currency

Trade settlement in RMB builds
pools of liquidity worldwide

Source: HSBC Research, others

July 2009 RMB trade settlement pilot
scheme kicks off in five Chinese
cities with Hong Kong, Macau and
ASEAN traders
June 2010 expansion of pilot cities
and provinces to 20 with all countries
and area globally
August 2011 trade settlement
scheme goes nationwide

2

A Global
Investment Currency

Investment and savings options
make the RMB more attractive
2007 Mainland financial institutions
issue RMB ‘dim sum’ bonds in Hong
Kong
July 2010 Dim sum issuance widens
to Chinese and foreign companies
August 2010 Beijing opened up its
onshore RMB bond market to foreign
central banks
January 2011 rules published for
RMB outward investment (ODI)
October 2011 rules published for
RMB inward investment (FDI)

graphic above) to push China’s currency out beyond its borders.
The idea is to get the yuan embedded as a trade currency first, ensuring that
businesses outside China grow accustomed to using it as a means of payment for
goods and services.
The policy has a track record elsewhere, having been employed in the past (see
box on the Dollar’s Dash on the next page).
But China’s own efforts began in earnest three years ago, with the pilot stages
of a programme involving a small group of exporters. The scheme was then
steadily expanded, before last month being extended universally across all
China’s provinces. (see pages 7)
Next up is phase two. This time the objective is to focus on how the yuan can
be invested more freely, allowing enterprises and individuals the chance to move
their renminbi holdings cross-border. (see pages 13)
Here the reasoning is straightforward, and also links back to trade settlement.
Foreign firms are less likely to want to be paid in renminbi for goods and services
sold into China if they can’t do much with the cash that they receive as a result.
And if these firms are not invoicing in yuan, it’s less likely they will be prepared
to pay bills to Chinese vendors with it too. New regulations on how yuan can be
invested (i.e. move from offshore back onshore) are crucial to ensuring a wider circulation of the renminbi, as non-Chinese grow more comfortable holding renminbi in bank accounts or other financial asset classes.
This second phase of the renminbi plan is also underway, with Hong Kong at
the centre of events as an offshore hub for investment products.
And finally the third stage: the renminbi’s unveiling as an international reserve
currency (see sidebar on international currencies). Here, there is less consensus
on exactly how (and when) the final goal will be achieved. Before the renminbi can
complete this phase of the plan, China will need to develop deep and liquid capital markets, as well as rethink a series of key policies related to foreign exchange
and capital controls.
How soon that particular stretch of the road will be travelled is up for debate
(see pages 19). But what is clear is that the renminbi’s journey has already begun,
and that we will all witness it personally soon enough. n

3

A Global
Reserve Currency

Reserve usage signals ‘arrival’ of
RMB as a world currency
September 2011 Nigeria announces
plans to invest 10% of its foreign
exchange reserves into RMB
By the 2020s, RMB to be accepted
across the world as an international
currency, paving the way for full
convertibility and reserve currency
status?

10%

Percentage of Nigeria’s forex
reserves planned to be held in
renminbi
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Ransom notes in
renminbi?

The Dollar’s Dash
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How quickly might the renminbi become a
core international currency? If the history of
the US dollar provides any clues, it could
happen quicker than you think.
According to Barry Eichengreen, a professor at the University of California, Berkeley, back in 1914 the British pound very
much ruled the roost. Sterling was dominant: no central bank held foreign reserves
in US dollars, nor was there any issuance
of foreign bonds in dollars.
Even in the United States, businesses
also got all of their trade credits (the IOUs
they needed to finance the shipping of
goods cross-border) priced in sterling out
of London.
Then the turning point: the creation of
the Federal Reserve System in 1914.
One of the central bank’s first actions
was to promote a market in “acceptances”
(allowing investors to buy and sell against
products based on export credits) and New
York then overtook London as a source of
trade finance within a decade.
In turn, that triggered wider investment
denominated in dollars, and then the central banks began to show interest. By the
late 1920s they held more of their currency
reserves in dollars than in sterling.
Britain’s financial focus was disrupted
by the First World War effort and its impact
on interest rates. Some have sought to cast
the global financial crisis as a similarly
traumatic event. But perhaps the more in-

UK 1911 Five Pounds

triguing similarity with China’s experience
today is the role of trade finance in the
rapid rise of the dollar.
Also newsworthy: the way in which investors, and then central banks, soon became more dollar-focused. That seems to
give Beijing’s own three-step plan on taking the renminbi global some historical
context. There are other parallels worth
considering, like the manner in which the
Fed intervened aggressively to promote
dollar usage outside its own borders, as
well as to push New York forward as a new
global financial centre.
No doubt Shanghai’s aspirations for financial hub status will be seeking to draw
on the Big Apple’s experience…

We’ll know when the renminbi has become
an international currency when Somali pirates make their kidnap demands in yuan,
and South American drug lords are calculating their cocaine price per kilo in it too.
That is one take on when it will be time
to classify the Chinese currency as a genuinely global one.
Economists opt for duller parameters.
International currencies display three core
characteristics: they serve as a medium of
exchange, as a unit of account, and as a
store of value.
That gives the euro, the Japanese yen,
the pound sterling, and the Swiss franc
solid claim to international status.
But despite its recent travails, the US
dollar stands out as global currency du
jour. The greenback continues to be used
in the majority of foreign exchange market
transactions (passing the ‘unit of account’
test). It acts as the invoicing currency for a
wide range of goods and commodities
(ticking the ‘medium of exchange’ box).
And it is heavily preferred in the foreign
exchange reserves of sovereign governments (passing muster for the ‘store of
value’ factor).
How about the difference between international and “reserve” status?
The key factor here is the ‘store of
value’ test, in which a currency is accepted
worldwide as a means for investment.
Despite growing interest in asset
classes priced in the Chinese currency
(there was news this month that Nigeria is
looking at switching a portion of its foreign
reserves into renminbi, for instance) the
yuan looks unlikely to become a widely-accepted ‘store of value’ for the foreseeable
future. China continues to keep most of its
capital account closed off to the outside
world. While that continues, the renminbi
will have to wait before it can take on reserve currency status.
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Trading up

New engine for financing trade: the renminbi

T

he Chinese government first allowed trials of cross-border trade settlements
in yuan in July 2009, when the State Council selected five major trading cities
to kick off the pilot programme. Guangzhou, Shenzhen, Dongguan and Zhuhai
(all in Guangdong province), as well as Shanghai then accounted for 45% of
China’s total international trade
The trial scheme was expanded to 20 provinces, municipalities and autonomous regions last year, before an announcement last month that businesses
in all parts of the country are now entitled to use the national currency in crossborder trade settlement.
But what does this mean ‘on the ground’ for companies using renminbi to
trade in goods and services, both inside China and overseas?
WiC talked to two HSBC executives about how the trade settlement scheme has
been developing, as well as asking for their own views on what international
clients need to know.
Bruce Alter works in Shanghai as HSBC’s Head of Trade and Supply Chain in
China, and sees firsthand how clients are beginning to grasp the benefits of using the yuan as a trade settlement currency.
Photo Source: Reuters

Thomas Poon is Head of Business Planning and Strategy for HSBC in Hong
Kong. Poon has been working on the opportunities opening up in the internationalised renminbi since 2009, and is closely involved in the bank’s evolving
product offering in the Chinese currency.
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Q&A: RMB here to stay
Where are you seeing HSBC’s renminbi business grow fastest?
Bruce Alter: We’ve seen the fastest growth in renminbi used for trade settlement. The volume for China as a whole was over Rmb500 billion last year, compared to just a fraction of that in 2009. And it continues to pick up pace: at HSBC,
on average, we are now doing as much renminbi trade in one day as we did in a
whole month this time last year.
Of that total, about 80% of the cross-border flow is being made via telegraphic
transfers, with the remainder coming through traditional products like Letters of
Credit (LCs). Our LCs offer various financing and hedging benefits, and are used by
companies across industries including textiles, chemicals, technology and tyres.
For our business in China, there are also other areas where renminbi products
are growing, like financial guarantees. These offer help for “trapped cash”
clients, who may need to invest in a project in a foreign market but prefer not
to transfer the funds cross-border, which can be costly. Instead we can arrange
funding directly in the overseas market, backed by renminbi assets held by the
client in China.
For trade settlement: which clients are most active?
Alter: Most of our China customer types have shown an interest, across all industry segments, and in larger and smaller firms and in Tier 1 and Tier 2 cities. We
get enquiries from local companies and foreign-invested firms, as well as for intra-company business and third-party trade.
It’s happening across the spectrum because China is such a huge presence in
international trade. But the market is still at an early stage and we are waiting for
clearer trends to emerge.
However, one theme is clear: the majority of cross-border renminbi flow is
coming from payments made by companies in China to international suppliers
for imports.
There are different reasons for this. Mainland buyers are happy to pay in renminbi to reduce exchange rate risk, and overseas counterparties often expect that
the renminbi is going to go up in value relative to their home currency, so they
are now more ready to ask for it as payment.

HSBC’s Alter monitors yuan usage from his vantage point in Shanghai
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Chinese companies can pay for their imports in renminbi

When we surveyed our clients in China earlier this year, a third of those doing
renminbi trade told us that they had switched to paying for imports in renminbi
after their foreign counterparty requested it.
HSBC can play a part in setting that up. Sometimes a client in an international
market may want to be paid in Chinese currency but then discover that the customer is not set up to do so. So we visit the Chinese partner, explain the benefits
of opening up settlement in renminbi, and help with the arrangements.
Another reason for the bias towards imports in the renminbi data is that
wholly Chinese firms that want to charge for exports in their own currency must
first apply for Mainland Designated Enterprise (MDE) status.
This application takes time and it can be difficult to forecast when companies
wil be approved and added to the list.
By contrast, Chinese companies can pay for their imports in renminbi much
more easily, which has skewed some of the initial renminbi flow in this direction.
So far, there are 67,000 firms on the MDE list. But as that number grows, we
would expect to see an increase in the share of China companies invoicing for
their exports in renminbi, and not just paying for their imports with it.
The industry data suggests that only 10-20% of settlement in renminbi has
been export-related. But we think we are now starting to see the beginnings of
a shift towards a greater contribution from exports. Our internal surveys suggest that the share will probably account for closer to 30% of total renminbi
trade flow by year-end.
Thomas Poon: It’s true that payments for imports have made up the bulk of renminbi flow so far.
Another thing worth pointing out is that the proportion of payments for ‘services’ [as opposed to physical goods in trade settlement] is greater than many people think.
The share is significant, accounting for about a fourth of all cross-border renminbi flow in the second quarter this year. Much of that is dividend payments
coming from companies in China, which is treated as services payments under the
trade settlement rules.
So foreign firms are sending profits from their China subsidiaries and joint
ventures back to home base?
Photo Source: Samantha Sin

Poon: Yes, that type of thing. There are payments for other export services, including fees for professional services firms like banks or law firms. But a big
chunk of the services flow is actually dividends. This is coming from companies
wanting to keep their payouts in renminbi, but wanting to bank them offshore.
The trade settlement scheme allows that to happen.
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Any other reasons for foreign firms to look at more trade settlement in renminbi?
Alter: There are plenty, although the primary gain is in eliminating exchange rate
risk. In China, fluctuating exchange rates regularly score as the leading concern
for traders surveyed in HSBC’s Trade Confidence Index [a six-monthly survey of
business sentiment in a range of countries]. And our China clients also tell us that
their main motivation for adopting renminbi settlement is to achieve the natural hedge of having their revenues and costs in the same currency.
There are also fewer transaction costs in moving away from contracts that involve the switching of cash between the renminbi and one or more other currencies. And there are other gains, like simpler administrative processes related
to tax rebates [Chinese exporters billing in foreign currencies currently need to
complete additional procedures before bringing cash onshore].
Of course, there need to be benefits for overseas firms as well. We’ve already
mentioned the upside of holding a currency that is expected to appreciate over
the medium term. But there are also net benefits to reducing the number of different currencies in any given transaction: not just in foreign exchange gains but
also in potentially shorter payment cycles or improved pricing transparency.
Our estimate is that cost savings of 5-7% can be targeted, based on discussions
with customers.
Of course, the distribution of those gains is a matter for negotiation between
the two sides. But we recommend that companies outside China ask for two quotations from their commercial partners (in renminbi and the usual contract currency) and then compare the pricing.
Poon: The take up of renminbi invoicing in China by exporters is going to be gradual, as business bosses get used to the newer options, and perhaps become a little more convinced of the benefits.
For example: on the chance to protect against exchange rate risk more effectively, it depends on the savings that can be demonstrated.
If bosses believe it’s a marginal percentage, they are going to be slower to respond.
But once more companies start to demonstrate bigger gains, others will follow.
Still, even smaller percentages should be of interest to larger firms with substantial trade flows. They should be discussing renminbi invoicing with their foreign clients immediately.
In terms of HSBC’s international clients, I think the case for emerging market
importers of Chinese goods looks the most compelling.
Say you are a Thai automotive plant buying widgets from China. Previously
you’ve been paying for them in US dollars, which means that you’ve probably had
to convert from Thai baht into dollars at your bank, and then transfer the cash to
China, where it is then converted back from dollars into renminbi at the bank of
the widget exporter.
So, that means two currency switches, exposing both parties to additional
transaction cost and foreign exchange risk. It also makes pricing less transparent
on the contract between the two firms.
That’s why we expect to see so much more renminbi settlement ahead, as the
two parties chase as much of that 5-7% in savings as they can.

Counting the benefits

$2 trillion
The forecast on potential trade flow
denominated in renminbi between China and
emerging markets.
Currently, less than 10% is settled in yuan
but HSBC predicts that will rise to a quarter
or more in the next few years

What factors might hold companies back?

Photo Source: Reuters

Alter: One concern we hear from overseas companies is that they want more attractive investment options for the Chinese currency they are holding on deposit
offshore (for a discussion of how the renminbi is developing as an investment currency, see Page 13).
This is relevant, although there are plenty of CFOs happy enough to park their
renminbi in anticipation of future appreciation.
Another factor is that some overseas companies may be put off by the re-engineering work required to get their financial systems ready for renminbi transactions. Until recently, few have had much experience of pricing or paying for
goods in Chinese currency. Some commercial contracts may also specify usage of
another currency, which cannot be altered until the end of the contract term.
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But we expect this to change as the volume of trade priced in renminbi grows,
and as businesses become more aware of the benefits.
A general point – and one that we see ourselves in China – is that companies are
not addressing the opportunity fully yet or are not clear on the current regulations.
That said the opportunities far outweigh any perceived hurdles, and this is why
HSBC has been active in telling clients about the options now available. And
from all areas of the globe: recently we brought 60 companies from Argentina to
visit Shanghai, and they were asking lots of questions about renminbi trade settlement and how it could help their business.
Another introductory channel is when the Chinese operations of our international clients ask us for help, often because they may be more up-to-speed with
changes to the renminbi rules than their head offices. So we then work with
them to put together a proposal for the treasury team at headquarters.
In China almost all of our clients conduct cross-border business, either as
wholly domestic firms or foreign-invested companies. We also offer similar renminbi services in more than 50 other markets, which means that – for exporters
or importers – we can take both ends of the transaction and guide both sides
through the process.
Where do see you the renminbi business growing fastest overseas?
Alter: One of our current priorities is emerging markets, especially those with
large commodity exports to China, or from countries with large ethnic Chinese

Trade tantrums and
an undervalued yuan?
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“The American people are just fed up when, up and down the
line, China doesn't play by the rules and seeks unfair economic
advantage”.
That’s the view of Beijing’s bête noire in currency terms, Chuck
Schumer, the US senator for New York. Schumer is a leading voice
in accusing China of holding down its exchange rate for trade advantage, and calls regularly for legislative action in response.
How much does Schumer want the renminbi to go up? His
supporters have long claimed that the yuan needs to rise by as
much as 40% against the dollar. Others say less: in July, the Economist magazine thought closer to 7% in trade-weighted terms
would be enough.
The trouble is that there is little agreement on how to tell if the
renminbi is getting closer to “fair value” against the dollar, as well
as other international currencies.
One approach is to monitor China’s current account surplus,
which should start to drop. As the yuan gains value against other
currencies, exports should fall as imports increase.
But a problem with concentrating on the current account (and
specifically on the trade surplus part of it) is that there are other
factors that make China goods cheaper. Critics of Schumer and his
ilk say they are obsessed about currency but underplay factors like
land and labour costs.
Another difficulty: in the past, China’s trade surplus with the US
has sometimes increased even as the renminbi strengthens against
the dollar.
Nonetheless, commentators like Fred Bergsten at the Petersen
Institute for Economics, have talked about an “equilibrium” status

for the current account equivalent to 3% of GDP. HSBC is currently
forecasting China will have a current account surplus of 3.8% of
GDP for full year 2011. So not quite at Bergsten’s target – but down
significantly on the 11% of five years ago.
The renminbi has also been increasing in value against the dollar over the medium term, by a fifth between mid-2005 and mid2008 (although Beijing then called a halt as the financial crisis hit
home) and then by about another 7% over the last year.
Bear in mind that – for other currencies – the situation is somewhat different. The yuan continues to be traded in a range pegged
against the dollar, so declines in value for the US currency then
track back into the renminbi. That means that the yuan has actually
lost value relative to peers like the Japanese yen or Brazilian real.
If this trend continues, the chorus of China’s currency critics is
going to grow shriller too...
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populations. Here we think the commercial and cultural imperatives will mean
faster uptake for renminbi services.
We get a glimpse of something similar in the Trade Confidence Index data that
comes out every six months. One of the questions we ask traders is when they
plan to use the renminbi for trade settlement purposes in the coming period.
From our May survey this year: 57% of Hong Kong traders said they anticipated
using it, as did 24% in Malaysia, 20% in Saudi Arabia, and 20% in Singapore.
In reality, any company wanting to sell more to China needs to start thinking
about billing in renminbi. With so many exporters focused on the sales potential
of the Chinese market, it could turn out to be a competitive edge, and a way of winning and keeping customers.
Poon: Look for non-G3 and emerging markets to pick up the renminbi the fastest,
especially countries not already trading in the US dollar or Euro as a core currency.
In some cases, they’re also the ones with the commodities that China wants to buy.
Renminbi flow with countries in Europe and North America may grow at a different pace. Take Europe: there is certainly interest there but I sense more of a
wait-and-see approach. When I go to emerging markets to talk to companies, I’ve
noticed that I might get a few more questions there than from audiences than in
developed ones.
For more mature markets, enthusiasm may pick up more for investment purposes, as the financial services industries start to think about cashing-in on the
pools of Chinese currency accumulating offshore.
Offshore RMB hub: Hong Kong

How about Hong Kong’s role in all of this?
Alter: Hong Kong is the largest partner with the Mainland for trade flows invoiced
in renminbi. Some of this is intra-group business. But plenty is from independent Hong Kong traders doing business with Chinese partners or from companies
from third countries that have trade accounts in the city.
Poon: That’s right. Hong Kong currently accounts for about three-quarters of offshore renminbi flow, although a lot of that then passes on to other jurisdictions.
My take is that a lot of these are intra-group transactions, between local firms
and their China subsidiaries.
The next bucket would be foreign companies with China subsidiaries doing the
same thing. The third group would be large overseas firms who maintain a Hong
Kong presence in order to pay their suppliers in renminbi.
Another growing source of business for HSBC – in Hong Kong and more widely
– comes from international firms who want to pay some of their China operational costs directly with renminbi sent in from offshore. The alternative would
be to send in US dollars or euros and convert them in China, sometimes at a worse
exchange rate.
Primarily this is a function of the company’s relationship with its bank outside
China allowing it to ask for a better rate. For instance, a German company might
be able to get a better rate via its regional or global banking relationship in Hong
Kong or Munich. The subsidiary or joint venture probably won’t have same leverage itself within China [with local banks], so for larger sums it may make sense
to pay some of the China bills with renminbi brought in from offshore. n
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The bottom dollar: investment

Froth or reality: investors are eager for greater opportunities to invest their offshore yuan

F

irst, trade; then investment; and after that, reserve currency status. That is
the road map for the renminbi in a single sentence.
Below, WIC looks at phase two – investment – for the renminbi. We start out
with a brief backgrounder on cross-border investment in China today, as well as
the plans to raise the profile of the renminbi in the wider world.
Then we conclude with a Q&A on the Hong Kong market in dim sum bonds,
currently the most popular of the offshore options for investing renminbi.

Photo Source: Shutterstock

China isn’t short of investment?
True: it has had little problem in attracting capital, heading the list of developing
countries for total foreign direct investment (FDI) received.
Last year’s $106 billion also set a new record, narrowing the gap on the top destination overall, the United States with $194 billion of FDI inflow in 2010.
Outbound investment (ODI) has been growing too, with Ministry of Commerce data showing Chinese spend overseas in the $55-$60 billion range in each
of the last three years.
But the context here is one of direct investment, and not portfolio capital (investment in shares or bonds). There are a couple of exceptions: ‘qualified’ foreign
investors have access to China’s capital markets through a scheme known as
QFII, and a similar programme (called QDII) offers domestic investors the chance
to punt on shares and bonds overseas.
But both schemes have limited horizons, with cash made to pass through a conduit of licensed intermediaries. Investment quotas are also small: the QFII pool
is capped at $30 billion, or about 1% of the domestic stock market, for instance.
Even for direct investment, the rules don’t allow foreign capital to turn up in
15
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China unannounced, instead requiring a series of governmental approvals. Similarly for Chinese investors who want to put their cash to work overseas, there are
also plenty of restrictions. As a result, state-owned enterprises account for the
massive majority of activity, with almost half of China’s ODI since 2005 coming
from just four entities (the two oil giants, PetroChina and Sinopec; CIC, the sovereign wealth fund; and Chinalco, a metals conglomerate), according to data released by the Heritage Foundation, a think-tank based in Washington.
Plus there’s another important caveat: capital flow (outbound and inbound)
has been transacted almost entirely in foreign currency, and not in renminbi.
So even though cross-border investment is happening, it is going on within a
system shaped by case-by-case approvals and top-down directive. Hardly any of
it has been conducted in China’s own currency, which has been prevented from
moving freely cross-border without official review.
A similar spirit applies to Chinese citizens making personal trips overseas, who
can take no more than Rmb20,000 with them on each journey.
But now signs of greater flexibility?
Certainly the headlines seem to be signposting a relaxation in the rules. The objective is clear enough: to help the renminbi circulate more easily across international borders.
As part of this, the Ministry of Commerce and People’s Bank of China recently
issued new regulations on the permitted sources and uses of funds for renminbi
cross-border investment. Admittedly, these are cautious steps. Investment projects over Rmb300 million will still require approval from the central government,
as will investment in sectors like cement, shipbuilding and steel (i.e. those in
which Beijing is concerned about over-investment).
Nonetheless, reform is in the air, and something similar is on the agenda for
portfolio capital, following news that a “mini-QFII” scheme will also launch later
this year.
The plan envisages financial firms in Hong Kong being allowed to buy domestic
Chinese securities. Again, there is a ceiling on potential investment, of Rmb20 billion. But the key point is again a currency one, with the mini-QFII plan hoping to
encourage further investment in China from the growing pool of offshore yuan,
and not in foreign currency.
"It's not the size that matters," Julia Leung, Hong Kong’s undersecretary for financial services, told the press after the announcement. "It's a start, and we expect that as the pilot project goes on, it will be expanded."
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What is Hong Kong’s role in the renminbi’s rise?
Both of the recent renminbi proposals were announced during a trip to the city,
by Li Keqiang, China’s vice-premier. And just as Shenzhen once served as laboratory rat for Deng Xiaoping’s market reforms, so Hong Kong is now taking on petri
dish status for plans to boost the renminbi’s role outside of mainland China.
There have been a series of currency coups for the city since it was first allowed
to open up renminbi deposit accounts offshore (as of September this year,
Rmb622 billion, or $97.9 billion, was sitting in depositor accounts). Hong Kong
subsequently served as a key player in the pilot phases, and then fuller adoption,
of the changes to the trade settlement rules. Banks trading in the city were also
among the first group of non-mainland institutions allowed to invest in China’s
interbank lending market and Hong Kong was home to the first (and still the only)
offshore IPO denominated in yuan, the Hui Xian REIT.
That has meant a transformation: 15 months ago, Rmb90 billion was held offshore in Hong Kong; now it's close to RMB600 billion. Nor was it possible a year
and a half ago to trade physical renminbi offshore; now there are at least $2 billion of contracts.
But the primary area in which the city has forged ahead with the renminbi as
an asset class has been in dim sum bonds (see sidebar, and accompanying Q&A).

New Hong Kong scheme: Li Keqiang
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Becky Liu:
dim sum
connoisseur

Q&A: Dim sum feast
For more on the emergence of the dim sum market, WiC talked to Becky Liu, a
strategist in Asian Credit Research who has worked for HSBC since 2005. With the
rapid evolution of the RMB offshore market, Liu started to cover this new asset
class in late 2010, and has been instrumental in constructing the new HSBC Offshore RMB Bond Index.
How big is the market for dim sum debt?
It’s already overtaken the Hong Kong dollar bond market in volume terms, and
we are expecting up to Rmb230 billion in issuance by the end of this year. Within
a few years it’s also likely to surpass the fixed income market open to foreign investors in Chinese domestic bonds [under the QFII scheme, a share of the foreign
investment quota is allocated to local bonds].
Plus it’s already much bigger than the Panda market [bonds sold in China in
renminbi by foreign entities like the Asian Development Bank or the IFC]. Now
that onshore interest rates are higher than offshore ones, it makes renminbi
fundraising in places like Hong Kong much more attractive to issuers.

Photo Source: Samantha Sin

So volumes have grown fast…
Yes. More quickly than expected this year, especially in certificates of deposit (CDs)
sold by the Chinese banks. They make up about 40% of the dim sum total.
Only financial institutions are allowed to issue CDs and they’re popular with
banks lacking a wider branch network in Hong Kong, who lack deposit accounts
with customers.
The other thing about CDs issued in renminbi is that they are more easily
arranged once a bank has set up the procedures. For bonds, the process has to start
from scratch for each new offering.
The overall market took a breather in July with only Rmb10.6bn in new issuance, or about a third of the peak month so far this year, in May. Mostly that’s

Rmb230 billion
Volume of dim sum issuance expected in 2011
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because investor risk appetite weakened globally. Speculation about fraud at a
group of Chinese firms listed on Nasdaq also clouded sentiment.
Then in September we had a further drop in activity when the CNH exchange
rate weakened suddenly in Hong Kong, depressing bond prices in the secondary
market and discouraging new issuance. Things re-started in October when Khazanah [the Malaysian sovereign wealth fund) and CNPC [parent company to
PetroChina] did come to market. But both have are having to pay coupons significantly above six month ago.
Still, we expect dim sum volumes to pick up again in the final quarter. Chinese
corporations have to go through a lengthy approval process before they can sell
renminbi debt offshore, meaning that there is a real seasonality in issuance. In fact
China-based entities have only ever sold bonds offshore in the second half of the
year, so we expect a lot more flow as the remainder of the year progresses. [Since
the interview, Baosteel has also announced plans to sell a Rmb6.5 billion ($1.02 billion) bond. It is being seen as a significant step, as the first non-financial Chinese
firm to be given permission to sell a dim sum bond from onshore. Previously Chinese companies had to issue debt through their offshore entities).
So plenty of different types of issuer?
The market started out with China Development Bank in June 2007, and then
Bank of China in September followed late that year.
In 2009, the scheme was widened and foreign banks with substantial business
in China were also allowed to issue debt in renminbi. The Ministry of Finance sold
the first sovereign bond in October. Then in July 2010 Hopewell Infrastructure was
the first non-Chinese corporate to sell a dim sum, and McDonald’s was the first
multinational the following month. In October the Asian Development Bank was
the first supranational, and Galaxy Entertainment, a casino operator in Macau,
was the first to sell a high-yield dim sum in December.
For a period, there was a series of high-yield bonds from companies who may
have found it tougher to raise money elsewhere. But there were willing buyers in
Hong Kong, with even non-rated companies able to raise cash on low yields.
Since then the market has moved on, and there is a growing separation in the
coupons being paid by the high-grade issuers and the high-yield ones, from 0.4%
for China Development Bank through to 7% for Guangzhou R&F [a property developer].
Why do issuers like dim sums?
Mostly because they have to pay lower rates of interest on the capital borrowed.
For instance, for Chinese issuers the cost of raising funds is much lower offshore in Hong Kong than onshore in China. For high-grade debt, rates on dim sum
bonds have often been less than 2%.
The reason is usually the foreign exchange story, with investors accepting a
lower interest rate because they expect the renminbi to increase in value relative
to other currencies.
There are also asset-swap buyers looking to benefit from the favourable rates
environment. By purchasing a renminbi-denominated security and swapping it
to another currency, investors can usually achieve higher yields than by directly
purchasing similar securities in the end currency. For example, at one point earlier this year, swapping a 1-year renminbi security yielding 0.4% to Taiwanese dollars got investors a 1.58% yield, which was higher than the then 2-year Taiwan government bond at 0.84%.
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How about the international firms that have sold bonds?
Various multinationals have sold dim sum debt so far: Unilever, Caterpillar (twice),
McDonalds, Volkswagen, Fonterra, BP, BSH, Air Liquide and Tesco. Again, dim
sums are seen as a cost-effective option. Take Caterpillar as an example: it is paying 1.35% on its latest bond (a 2-year in July; the largest offering from a foreign corporate so far).
But compare that to going for a renminbi loan to a bank in China, where the
lending rate is set at 6.65% for loans of similar duration (and where most borrowers will have to pay significantly above that).
That option of raising money more cheaply in Hong Kong makes sense.

Already on the menu
Fancy a light lunch, paid for in renminbi?
That’s much more of possibility, now that
Dim Sums have joined Kangaroos, Maples,
Yankees and Samurais on the eclectic list
of bonds issued in foreign currencies
outside their domestic markets.
All of the above have guessable origins,
playing to a cultural stereotype or two.
There are even rouble-denominated
Matrioshka bonds, taking their name from
the wooden dolls of Russian souvenir fame.
And so it is with dim sum, the de facto
label for renminbi-denominated bonds
issued in Hong Kong (hence the association
with the Cantonese meal of that name).
Dim sum as food is popular across
southern China and serves up as a range of
dumplings, steamed buns, roasted meats
and congees. Sizes are small and snacklike, with three or four pieces in one dish.
Meals are shared across the table.
Dim sums as financial products are
wholly more substantial, although they too
are starting to be shared out among a
receptive audience.
The current menu is also very much
concentrated in Hong Kong, which means
the rise of renminbi-denominated offerings
offshore rather than in China proper. That
makes them different to the Panda bonds
(that naming creativity running wild again)
that have been issued in renminbi in the
past, although only within China.
Confused yet? Fortunately, the bigger
picture – the rapid rise of China’s currency
beyond its own borders – is becoming a
little easier to grasp. And the dim sum
market looks like being an early culinary
flourish in what HSBC is calling “a financial
revolution of truly epic proportions”.
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So why aren’t more multinationals doing it?
The main reason is that it can be difficult to get the regulatory approvals to remit
the bond proceeds into China. The People’s Bank of China recently issued a new
set of regulations providing a clearer framework for the remittance rules but SAFE
[the foreign exchange custodian] also approves remittance and it hasn’t published
guidelines of its own yet.
It’s getting less complex. In the past, each application has been treated individually too, so even if you’ve done it successfully once you have to start all over
again next time around! That now looks like changing too.
Why not allow the funds to be sent into China more easily?
It’s linked to keeping the capital account controlled (see primer at the end of this
section) and preventing hot money flow into China. For example, a company like
Caterpillar will have been required show how its dim sum cash is going to be used
once it arrives in the mainland.
As mentioned, there needs to be more transparency in applying for remittance.
So far, it seems that approvals are more likely for companies, including Chinese
ones, that operate in preferred industries from a policy perspective, such as food
(e.g. COFCO) and new energy (China Wind Power). For sectors like property or financial services, regulators aren’t giving the same green light to companies to
raise money. Here they want to curb liquidity.
But policymakers know they need to improve the circulation of offshore renminbi back into China, to boost further take-up of the Chinese currency internationally. When Li Keqiang [China’s vice-premier] was in Hong Kong in August
there were a number of policy announcements intended to boost the market.
Some are still at draft proposal stage but more measures to boost cross-border
yuan flow are clearly in the pipeline.
So who is investing in dim sum bonds?
At the start, it was mostly retail investors. Remember that when dim sum first
started being sold in 2007, the majority of renminbi was held in retail accounts
in Hong Kong. At that stage, companies were not allowed to accumulate renminbi
deposits offshore, so for some of the earlier bonds, like the Ministry of Finance
debt issued in 2009, the massive majority of the investor base was retail.
More recently, much more institutional money has started to come in. Of the
Rmb160 billion in the market now, probably Rmb20-30 billion is retail and the rest
institutional.
There is also a wider geographical spread of investors. For example, a quarter
of Volkswagen’s Rmb1.5 billion offering in May was placed outside Asia. On most
of the earlier bonds, non-Asian investors were accounting for less than 5%.
However, banks in Hong Kong are still key players, as they have a growing pool
of renminbi deposits but fewer opportunities to make renminbi loans. That
leaves them with a potential mismatch between their assets and their liabilities.
What can they do? Either park the renminbi with the clearing bank on a low
overnight lending rate or buy renminbi bonds, which might offer a better return.
More generally, the weak outlook for the US dollar [to which the Hong Kong
dollar is pegged] also makes Hong Kong a sweet spot for renminbi build-up. If you
expect the US dollar to depreciate, why not put money into the Chinese currency?

China Wind Power: issued bonds

Rmb1.5 billion
Size of Volkswagen’s
dim sum in May
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That means that expectations of a stronger renminbi are key?
Yes, the forex angle is an important motivation. Plus, as I mentioned earlier, investors are looking for something more than the return available on renminbi
bank deposits. Here in Hong Kong, the interest rate is currently less than 1%, so
the bonds look more attractive.
Nor are the bonds being priced in the traditional way [of risk free rate plus
credit risk premium]. There’s still an incomplete understanding of the credit
risk surrounding dim sum in general but it seems that institutions are comparing yields on a US dollar bond for a similar type of company, and then converting them back into renminbi after allowing for potential currency appreciation.
This valuation approach means renminbi bonds sold in Hong Kong are more
anchored to US dollar bond rates than you might expect. n
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Capital controls: a primer
What are they?
Think of them as a financial barrier looping Chinese territory, making it difficult for companies (and individuals) to
send savings offshore and to borrow abroad for investment
at home.
It is not just the Chinese who have them: countries including Brazil, Indonesia, South Korea, Taiwan and Thailand
have all employed them recently in some format or other.
Measures include taxes on capital flow, minimum stay requirements for investment and mandatory approvals for
domestic transactions.
Of course, foreign capital has poured into China since
the era of market reform began, reaching a record $106
billion last year alone.
But these funds arrive onshore only after investors have
got a series of regulatory approvals. Plus they are supposed to be used for direct investment in specific assets
like plant and equipment, when the foreign investor has
some kind of management interest over the longer term.
The restrictions on portfolio capital – investment in the
stocks and bonds of Chinese companies – are even tighter.
Except for a few officially approved schemes, major movement of cash in and out of the domestic capital markets is
forbidden.
Why have them?
One reason, the authorities insist, is to counter the financial
instability that cross-border flows have created elsewhere,
especially in inflating asset bubbles. Certainly, China managed to sidestep much of the Asian financial crisis in 1997
and its banks also emerged fairly unscathed from the nearcollapse of the US financial system three years ago.
But the real story of the restrictions has been in anchoring China’s economic model for a generation. In blocking foreign shareholders from grabbing ownership of a
wider swathe of the domestic economy, and by preventing
citizens from sending their capital overseas, controls have
served as a building block for Beijing’s state-directed
model of economic development.
If savers had been able to move money cross-border,
would China’s banks have been able to fund low-interest
investment in infrastructure or offer cut-price loans to
state-owned companies? And if the renminbi does become
more freely interchangeable with other currencies, what is
the future for the current exchange rate regime? Critics
argue that tightly controlled rates have kept the price of
export goods low for years, fuelling economic growth.
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Do the controls work?
They’ve been effective but never completely watertight. For
example, WiC has reported in its regular editions on the
creativity of Wenzhou’s entrepreneurial locals in finding
ways to circumnavigate the restrictions. The Center for International Policy – a US think tank – estimated recently

that cumulative ‘illicit’ outflow had reached $2.18 trillion
China likes walls
between 2000 and 2008, primarily through trade mispricing schemes.
Beijing’s gripe that quantitative easing in Washington
ends up with “hot money” finding its way into Chinese assets suggests that barriers aren’t completely impermeable
to arriving capital, too.
Last month the Ministry of Commerce announced plans
for a loosening of some of the restrictions, although the
draft proposals continue to insist on a range of sectors that
must remain out-of-bounds to foreign capital.
This also reflects fundamental differences in thinking
between China and most of the major developed
economies, says Arthur Kroeber, a non-resident Fellow at
the Brookings-Tsinghua Centre. While policymakers in
countries like the US see exchange rates simply as prices
of money, the Chinese regard them as building blocks in
their broader development strategy.
Similarly with capital controls: the Western perspective
is that they are a distorting influence, preventing markets
from functioning as efficiently as they might. But the Chinese view is different, Kroeber says. They see them as important tools for transforming China into a stronger, richer
country. And as pointed out on page 3, the Chinese government also sees them as a vital lever to control the economy – minus capital controls it would find it harder to deal
with banking crises and other threats to stability.
While that perspective continues to hold sway, the days
of free-flow for the yuan across Chinese borders look some
way off.
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The colour of money is red...

G

oodbye to the greenback. American cash is no longer king and the rise of the
Chinese redback means we will all soon see a new colour of money.
That is one of the narratives on the currencies of the future, as China’s confidence swells against a backdrop of financial crisis elsewhere. But can the yuan
complete the final phase of the three-step plan and become a reserve currency?

Permission for take-off?
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Bigger picture: the yuan is going global...
The historical perspective might suggest as much. The 19th century was a period of dominance for the British Empire and sterling. Then it was the turn of the
United States and its dollar for much of the 20th century. The advent of an ‘Asian
century’ now seems to herald much more of a role for China and its own sovereign currency.
Countries with global reserve currencies have usually been net lenders. Sterling declined as the UK slumped to debtor status after two world wars, with London forced to go cap-in-hand to Washington for cash. Today it is Washington that
finds itself in the red, having run up huge trade and budget deficits, and China
that has taken over the role of the creditor-in-chief.
China has also become the second largest economy globally, and is forecast to
overtake the US by the late 2020s (assuming growth rates in both countries stay
similar to current levels).
Which leads back to the big-picture argument: if you account for a third of
global growth, as the Chinese did last year (and similar to all the ‘advanced’
economies combined), as well as almost a tenth of world trade, then your currency
must begin to gain traction outside its borders.
But don’t discount the dollar completely…
Clearly, the dollar’s dominance looks a lot less convincing than it once did, which
does offer more chance for the renminbi to catch up. It also means a few sleep21
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less nights for the Chinese. Students at Peking University laughed in the face of
Tim Geithner two years ago, when he told them that American debt was a safe investment. But officials at SAFE, the custodians of China’s foreign exchange, look
down at their dollars with a lot less mirth.
Yet it’s important to keep a sense of perspective. Settlement of cross-border trade
in renminbi has picked up quickly but it still makes up less than 10% of China’s total trade. Cross-border investment flow is also insignificant relative to capital moving within Chinese equity markets as a whole. And last year, according to data from
the Bank of International Settlement, the reminbi figured in fewer foreign exchange
transactions than the Polish zloty, and less than 1% of the global total.
Of course, that could be spun into a positive for the yuan, showing the scope
for much wider adoption of the currency in years ahead.
But it also provides context for the present day. Compare the yuan’s international allure to the fact that at least half of all dollar bills currently circulating do
so outside the United States, according to Federal Reserve estimates. Or mention
the 85% of foreign exchange transactions still classified as trades of other currencies for US dollars, or the data suggesting that close to half of global debt securities are still dollar-denominated?
Then factor in that more than 60% of exchange reserves at central banks are
held in dollars and that in moments of genuine crisis most investors still retreat
to the US currency.
We saw it again in August this year: Standard & Poor’s had just downgraded US
government debt. But days of market turbulence then saw yields on 10-year
Treasuries fall to all-time lows.
Investors were racing back to the dollar for reassurance.
And the yuan isn’t ready for a reserve ranking?
Boxes will have to be ticked, say economists, before it will be ready to take on more
of an international role. After that there is a further step up, if reserve currency
status is to be achieved.
Reserve currencies are anchored in low and stable inflationary environments.
They need to be able to draw on a strong share of world trade or economic output from their home country. And they are backed-up by deep and open domestic financial markets.
China scores solidly on the first criteria, and very well on the second. But it has
a lot of work to do in sorting out the third foundation.
Japan’s experience is worth looking at here, with the tight regulation of its capital markets often blamed for the yen’s failure to spread further afield, despite
Japan’s long stint (now lost) as the world’s second largest economy.
There are other similarities too: back in the 1980s, when the yen looked set for
a much bigger role internationally, almost half of Japanese exports were being sold
in yen. Local companies were beginning to issue yen-denominated Samurai
bonds too.
That doesn’t sound too dissimilar to the renminbi’s profile today. But the
Japanese currency then failed to make the wider transition, and today accounts
for only 3% of global reserve currency holdings.

Renminbi up, dollar down?

60%
Percentage of reserves held by
world’s central banks in US dollars

Photo Source: Reuters

How about the timeframe?
Back in January this year, Hu Jintao was happy to tell the American media that today’s international currency system was a “product of the past”. But the Chinese
president was in less of a rush to say when the dollar era would end, and the yuan
make its full debut as an alternative. Instead, Hu admitted that transforming the
renminbi would be a “fairly long process”.
How long? Chinese perceptions of time vary from the open-ended (made famous by Zhou Enlai’s apocryphal “too soon to say” take on the impact of the
French Revolution) to the warp-speed at which some of the country’s newer industries have emerged.
But one suggestion is that the State Council’s goal for Shanghai to become a
global financial centre by 2020 sets a short end to the horizon. The rationale here
is that Shanghai cannot hope for such a role if the yuan is not freer to cross borders. And if that is correct, the coming-of-age party for the renminbi is less than
10 years away.
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It could happen. Currencies can seize market share rapidly if the conditions are
right. In the past, changes in trade financing have also kick-started the process, allowing for some very direct comparisons with China today.
But, for many, the Shanghai deadline is a dubious one. The dollar didn’t surpass
sterling as principal reserve currency until about half a century after the US had
become the world’s largest economy, for instance. And there is already plenty of
industry chat on how cities like Hong Kong and London might end up playing
more of an offshore role for the renminbi, with Shanghai acting as some kind of
conduit back into the domestic market. As commentators have remarked: why the
need for offshore hubs if the renminbi can trade freely across borders?
The offshore strategy allows China to buy time and experience, so its policymakers aren’t keen on indicating when a fuller onshore liberalisation might
come about. In September, Chinese policymakers moved quickly to rebut a surge
in rumours that the yuan would be made fully convertible by 2015, for instance.
And sceptics say that 2020 is also going to come too soon, with China’s capital
markets needing more time to mature before controls can be relaxed completely.
So change, but on Beijing’s terms?
The ideal world, from the Chinese policymaking perspective, is a probably a de
facto internationalisation, with the yuan taking on global currency status without the loss of control implied by floating exchange rates and the freer movement
of capital.
Whether reforms can be ring-fenced in this way and still deliver the desired
benefit is open to question. There are parallels with the debate going on about the
future of the Chinese internet.
What is less in doubt is that China’s leaders will be prepared to delay flexibility for their currency overseas if they believe the price is too much to pay at home.
Here the lesson is again a Japanese one, with Tokyo’s signing of the Plaza Accord
in 1985 (see sidebar) and its subsequent impact on the Japanese economy.

Plaza Accord
Why not bow to international pressure and
allow the renminbi to strengthen more
quickly?
The question is often asked of China’s currency chiefs. The standard response insists
on China’s right to decide for itself on currency policy, unpressured by the opinions of
others. But there are instances in which foreign context is given more play. A rare one –
given that Beijing doesn’t often admit to having learned much from the Japanese – is the
signing of the Plaza Accord in 1985. The
deal, named from its signing at the Plaza
Hotel in New York, has become a rallying
point for those opposed to a rapid run-up in
the renminbi.
The reason? A generation ago, with the
US running a huge current account deficit
(and Washington complaining particularly
about a weak yen), Japan agreed to let its
own currency strengthen. Over the next two
years, the yen climbed by half against the
dollar. Exports fell, unemployment rose and
the economy slowed sharply, creating what
the Japanese call the endaka fukyo, or high-

yen recession.
In response policymakers panicked, cutting interest rates too far and too fast. This
sparked Japan’s famous asset bubble of the
late 1980s (the Nikkei was making up 42%
of global stock market value at its height).
Then the bubble burst, introducing two
decades of economic stagnation.
Plenty of commentators say that the
Plaza Accord shouldn’t be blamed for
Japan’s subsequent malaise. More, it was
the slashing of interest rates immediately afterwards that caused the problems (and that
the bubble inflated only when the Japanese
backtracked on a stronger yen).
But through Chinese eyes, things can
look a little different, and newspaper editorials have often mentioned it in rebutting calls
for a faster revaluation of the renminbi today.
Parallels are also drawn with the political
mood of the time, especially the complaints
about Japan’s huge trade surplus, and American talk of fears of being overtaken by
“Japan Inc”.
Sounds familiar?

The 1985 "Plaza Accord" is named
after New York City's Plaza Hotel,
which was the location of a meeting
of finance ministers who reached an
agreement about managing the
fluctuating value of the US dollar.
From left are Gerhard Stoltenberg of
West Germany, Pierre Bérégovoy of
France, James Baker III of the United
States, Nigel Lawson of Britain and
Noboru Takeshita of Japan
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China’s Communist Party likes control – including over the currency
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The subtext is a consistent one. Japan bowed to foreign pressure to revalue its
own currency but China will not make a similar mistake, instead opting for a currency policy of its own choosing, on a timeline that it will decide.
There are other assumptions: not least that China will maintain its economic rise at current pace, or that its policies will converge with prevailing
norms, like the adoption of floating exchange rates and full convertibility on the
capital account.
Both steps are thought to signpost the journey to reserve currency status.
Does the Chinese leadership think the same? It may not choose the path that
others envisage, especially as it complains that the rules of the international
monetary system are currently rigged in favour of incumbents.
This sense of disgruntlement has led to talk of a new monetary zone for the
Asian region, as a challenger to the IMF. So far, that hasn’t extended much beyond
the setting up of currency swaps among Asian central banks. But perhaps the
plans might progress further, in search of an integrated monetary area, buoyed
by the growing weight of regional trade and commerce?
That sounds unlikely, especially when Asian neighbours show so much more
disparity in income, economic structure and cultural heritage than their European peers. Not that the eurozone is making much of a case for financial stability at the moment – but tension between the member countries of an Asian
equivalent could prove even tougher to handle.
Chinese policymakers, more often pragmatists than ideologues, probably
agree with that view. Their preference is also for piecemeal reform over grander
visions. Thirty years ago Deng Xiaoping talked of “crossing the river by feeling the
stones” to describe the launch of the market reform era, and the analogy applies
well to renminbi policy today.
Hence Beijing’s current focus on more immediate goals. In many cases, they
are getting tested out in Hong Kong first and not on the mainland proper. But the
plan is clear enough: to anchor the renminbi in overseas markets, but not at the
expense of the Communist Party’s authority at home.
Chen Daofu, a director at the Institute of Financial Studies, a research centre
reporting to the State Council, puts it rather more figuratively, using Tang Dynasty
poetry from Du Fu.
“The rain silently moistens the surroundings” is the verse, and the imagery is
of change pursued through the natural cycle, preferably imperceptible and definitely not over-dramatic.
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A global currency of the future?
“Our currency, your problem” was how John Connally, the US Treasury Secretary,
put it to a European delegation 40 years ago, after it had expressed its concerns
about fluctuating exchange rates.
His point was that it was a dollarised world. The rest of the world might resent
having to save, spend and invest in a currency that wasn’t its own, but it really didn’t have much choice
Now there seems to be an alternative future, of a monetary system in which no
single currency will dominate quite as the dollar has done over recent decades.
In part, the dawn of this multi-currency landscape was prompted by the advent
of the euro in the 1990s. But more recently, a wider group of actors has begun to
appear, especially the emerging economies of Brazil, India, Indonesia, South Korea and Russia, which are expected to join the Chinese in accounting for about half
of global growth by 2050.
Compare that today, and World Bank data that (still) no emerging economy has
a currency that is used internationally to any major extent — that is, one in
which official reserves are held, goods and services are invoiced, international
claims are denominated, and exchange rates are anchored.
Surely, this cannot last. And as the context begins to change, it will be the yuan
at the head of the queue of newcomers. Indeed, the process is already underway
in trade settlement, and there are early signs of the renminbi becoming more influential as an investment currency too, primarily out of Hong Kong.
Forecasting a date for a full global debut – more complete convertibility and
eventual reserve status – is a much tougher call. Better, perhaps, to acknowledge
that it will proceed at a pace that Beijing chooses. But also that we are beginning
the switch to a multi-polar world, in which the yuan will feature more prominently than ever before. n

The final word?
Two different books, and two different perspectives on dollar-yuan relations in the years ahead.
Barry Eichengreen’s Exorbitant Privilege is strong in outlining the historical context of how a currency
can become a dominant one, especially in how the dollar wrestled top position away from sterling a
century ago.
Then he turns to the present day, tracking the renminbi’s rise and asking if it will now follow a similar path. His forecast is that it will prosper rather than dominate. Instead Eichengreen envisages a more
diverse world in which the dollar gives ground to currencies like the euro and Brazilian real, and not just
the renminbi.
Significantly, Eichengreen insists that Washington has not lost control of its financial destiny, nor that
China has the power to takeover unilaterally with the renminbi. The greatest threat to the dollar comes
from within, from American mismanagement and indebtedness, he warns.
“The good news, such as it is, is that the fate of the dollar is in our [American] hands, not those of
the Chinese,” he concludes.
As his title suggests, Arvind Subramanian’s Eclipse: Living in the Shadow of China’s Economic
Dominance offers a different perspective. The book is also penned more dramatically (starting out with
an American president begging the Chinese head of the IMF for a bailout.) But the central theme is a
sober one: that China will soon be number one in currency terms.
Subramanian also draws on comparisons with former heavyweights like sterling and the dollar,
looking at three factors (a country’s GDP, its trade and its role as net creditor) as foundations for a currency’s rise. And on his reading of events, it is now China’s turn to flex its financial muscles. In fact, its
supremacy is “more imminent and more broad based than is currently recognised”.
Political unrest could yet derail this ascent, Subramanian admits. But he insists that there is no time
to lose in trying to bind the Chinese into the existing monetary system. The alternative is an era of financial hegemony from the East, with the renminbi in a position of undisputed ascendancy.
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Key terms to know
Yuan and renminbi
Yuan is normally used in referring to the unit of currency (as in something “costing 10 yuan”), while renminbi is the official name, introduced in 1949 and meaning “people’s currency”. A comparison is with the UK, with sterling used as the currency’s formal name but ‘the pound’ more frequently referred to informally or as
a unit of denomination.
Dim sum bonds
Bonds denominated in renminbi, and issued in Hong Kong (their colloquial name
comes from the term dim sum, or individual portions of steamed and fried food
popular with the Cantonese, the local people of Hong Kong).
Issuers of dim sum bonds in Hong Kong have included Chinese and international banks, foreign corporations like McDonalds and supra-nationals such as the
Asian Development Bank.
Investors have been ready to accept lower yields than in other fixed income investments, as they have higher expectations of Chinese currency appreciation in
return.
The CNH and CNY markets
Terms used in the financial press, to distinguish between renminbi circulating inside and outside China.
The CNH market is used to refer to renminbi being traded offshore and “deliverable” in Hong Kong. CNH is used as the currency code (hence dim sums are
also known as ‘CNH bonds’).
CNY refers to Chinese currency traded onshore in China.
QDII investment
The Qualified Domestic Institutional Investor scheme was launched in 2006 and
allows Chinese institutions and residents to invest overseas through investment
funds arranged by local banks, insurers and asset managers.
Regulators put a hold on new QDII investment during the financial crisis, and
Chinese investors also began losing interest after heavy losses on some of the initial investment flow. But interest has since showed signs of picking up again, and
there are now 88 QDII licensed institutions in China with approved quota for $68
billion of overseas investment.
QFII investment
The inverse of the QDII scheme: in which Qualified Foreign Institutional Investors can buy and sell Chinese stocks and bonds (although they must invest first
in US dollars, which are then converted into yuan before Chinese assets are purchased).
Launched in 2003, QFII offered foreign institutions their first opportunity to
purchase shares on the Shenzhen and Shanghai stock exchanges. As of early this
year, more than 1oo firms have trading licences with a total investment quota of
around $30 billion (of which almost $20 billion has been invested, less than 1% of
China’s stock market capitalisation).
Earlier this year, a related QFII scheme was also announced allowing designated
foreign banks involved in trade settlement to invest their renminbi holdings in
China’s interbank bond market according to a quota arrangement. This seems intended to encourage banks to promote offshore trade settlement in RMB.
Last month a “mini-QFII” was also under discussion in which other financial
institutions will be allowed to invest in China’s domestic financial market with
offshore renminbi, subject to a capped quota.
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RMB IPOs
The first ever yuan-denominated equity offering outside the mainland was completed in Hong Kong in May this year, with the $1.6 billion Hui Xian real estate investment trust. Hui Xian controls the Oriental Plaza complex in Beijing, which includes a shopping centre, two serviced-apartment towers, a high-end hotel and
eight office buildings.
The race is now on to become the first foreign company to launch a yuan IPO
in Shanghai. Then again, this has been true for several years and recent media reports suggest the date of this occurring remains elusive.
CNH clearing bank
The bank managing all activities from the time a commitment is made for a transaction until it is settled
Bank of China (Hong Kong) was appointed as the sole clearing bank in 2003 for
yuan-clearing services in relation to deposits, exchanges and remittances.
That means that it serves as a conduit between the central bank (the People’s Bank
of China) and overseas financial institutions for renminbi flow into/out of China.
Reserve currencies
A currency held in significant quantities by governments and institutions as
part of foreign exchange reserves. Also: often the preferred tender in the international pricing of products traded on global markets, like oil or gold.
Reserve currency status offers benefits. For instance, global demand for dollars
has let the US government borrow at a lower cost. It has also allowed dollar trade
to be conducted with less exchange rate risk and lower transactional costs.
International currencies
Currencies used as the means of exchange in trade and sometimes held as reserves. International currencies are slightly below reserve currencies in the monetary pecking order. The euro, the British pound, the Japanese yen and the Swiss
franc would all qualify. Some argue that the renminbi is already approaching international currency status.
Current account
A component of a country’s balance of payments, made up of its trade balance,
as well as returns on its loans and shareholdings overseas.
Famously, China runs a large current account surplus (it reached $306.2 billion
last year), primarily from exporting more than it imports.
Capital account
The second component in the balance of payments calculation, consisting primarily of long-term investment capital (like FDI) and portfolio investment (in
shares and bonds).
Although China’s current account is now liberalised, direct and portfolio investment options under the capital account are only partially open.
However, various schemes have either been launched or announced.
Since mid-2010, Hong Kong banks holding renminbi deposits have been allowed to invest Chinese currency in bonds issued and traded within China itself
(the onshore interbank bond market)
The proposed “mini-QFII” (see above) would allow Hong Kong subsidiaries of
Chinese brokerages and fund managers to channel offshore renminbi deposits
back into mainland markets, although still subject to quotas
Previously, Chinese companies have had to exchange their yuan for foreign
currency in order to invest overseas. In January a trial ODI programme was announced in which Chinese corporations have been allowed to use renminbi for direct investments offshore. Companies participating in the trial project must declare the amount of their proposed outbound investment to regulators.
Capital controls
Measures intended to regulate and/or restrict cross-border capital flow. For Chinese policymakers, the key objective of capital controls is to prevent non-residents
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from holding domestic renminbi-denominated assets that are unrelated to trade
and long-term capital flows. Control of these assets serves a variety of purposes
linked to the government’s strategies for economic growth and development.
Renminbi trade settlement scheme
Initially kicked off in July 2009 with a pilot scheme for 5 coastal cities to settle
their trade in RMB with Hong Kong, Macau and ASEAN countries. Then expanded
in June 2010 to a total of 20 Chinese cities (and almost 70,000 eligible companies)
for all foreign trade transactions (i.e. with all countries overseas). Last month, it
was announced that all Chinese companies in all provinces are entitled to crossborder renminbi usage for trade settlement, although different rules apply for imports and exports.
Convertibility
Fully convertible currencies can be changed into other currencies at any time,
without government restrictions. The renminbi is fully convertible only in the current account (for trade settlement and to convert company profits).
Conversion for the capital account ¬– purchasing shares in a Chinese company
in renminbi from offshore, or putting renminbi directly into an investment project overseas – is still subject to official restrictions.
Currency swaps
An agreement to swap one currency for another, usually with a commitment to
reverse the swap in future. Swaps are used primarily to hedge against exchange
rate fluctuations.
During the credit crisis China began signing currency swap deals with a number of countries in emerging markets, to counter the seizing up of trade finance
options in the US dollar. Most of these bilateral transactions were completed to
support immediate settlement of cross-border flows in goods and services. Once
the crisis had subsided, Beijing said the swap lines could remain to help in bilateral trade and investment.
Special drawing rights scheme (SDRs)
Introduced by the IMF in 1969, SDRs were created to support the fixed exchange
system under Bretton Woods, which depended on availability of dollars and gold,
but struggled to keep pace with demand for both as global trade boomed.
The SDR was envisioned as a kind of reserve currency that could fill the gap,
helping countries with inadequate reserves to acquire an internationally recognized currency to maintain exchange rates. The emergence of floating exchange
rates and the rise of international capital reduced the need for SDRs, but they are
still set to a daily rate against a basket of currencies.
Zhou Xiaochuan, governor of the People’s Bank of China, was thought to be advocating something similar when he suggested a “super-national” currency for
the world in 2009. The yuan is not currently included in the basket used to calcalculate SDRs, although Zhou said recently he expected that to happen “sooner
or later”. n
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